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Was there life on Mars? If so, microorganisms would have left chemical signatures in the rocks, as they have done here on Earth. Astrobiologist [Sherry Cady](https://www.emsl.pnl.gov/emslweb/people/sherry-l-cady) of Pacific Northwest National Laboratory is helping NASA Mars mission teams decide where to search for fossilized evidence of life on the red planet. As part of the SETI Institute's [NASA Astrobiology Institute](https://nai.nasa.gov/) team, she studies Earth environments that are analogues for potential ecosystems on Mars, including hot springs, deserts, and the remains of ancient lakes. She talked with Deirdre Lockwood about how these extreme environments inform the search for life in outer space.

How did you first get interested in this field? {#sec2}
===============================================

During my postdoc at NASA Ames Research Center, they sent me out to Yellowstone to look at high-temperature geological formations at the hot springs. These formations looked like a lot of structures in the ancient rock record that are associated with bacterial communities. The question was, how could these structures form at high temperatures in Yellowstone hot springs? At that point, people did not think that the Yellowstone structures were associated with life. Of course, I got out there, collected the structures and analyzed them in the lab, and found that they were influenced by biofilms that form on their surfaces.

That was pretty cool because this was an environment where the microorganisms are living at life's upper temperature limit, right near boiling. The work helped emphasize this understanding we all have now, which is if bacteria actually live on a surface, on sediment, or on a chemical precipitate and are building up layer by layer, that life will more than likely have some sort of influence on those deposits. It got me hooked. I still work at hot springs. I really fell in love with the environment.
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What's the connection between these Earth environments and Mars? {#sec3}
================================================================

Relatively early in Mars's history, it lost its atmosphere and the planet cooled. Instead of having an internal heat source, like we do here on Earth, a heat source could have been something external like a huge asteroid or a meteor that came in and hit the planet. That impact energy would get transferred into heat energy, and fuel hydrothermal systems for quite a long time. With these heat sources, hot springs could have formed on early Mars because it had water at that time. Early life on Earth lived in hydrothermal systems, so the same could have happened on Mars.

Other environments are potentially important, too, for finding evidence of life. There is a lot of emphasis now on environments with sedimentary deposits that are very clay rich and that could have entrained or encapsulated organic molecules and preserved them. Delta areas are an example of this. Each environment has pluses and minuses in terms of its potential to support life---and its potential to preserve evidence of life so we can recognize that it was there.

How does studying microbes in extreme environments on Earth help us search for life on other planets? {#sec4}
=====================================================================================================

One of the opportunities we have on Earth is to study how microbes can influence their environment in a physical way. It happens at many scales. They can influence the structures in the rock to create patterns that you can see. They can influence, on a smaller scale, the type and location of specific minerals. And then, of course, they influence the inventory of organic molecules in a deposit just by their very presence, their activity---even how they responded to the environmental features that ultimately led to their demise. For example, bacteria can produce additional extracellular slime to prevent them from fully dehydrating in desiccating environments.

What are some signs that you look for that would make you say, oh, that looks like a microbial signature? {#sec5}
=========================================================================================================

Initially, it's based on your understanding of the geological context of a particular area. Then, looking closer---in a hot spring area, for example---sometimes microorganisms form tufted mats. Sometimes they form flat biofilms. Sometimes they form these beautiful streamers that flow in the hot spring fluid as it passes. These features can become mineralized and fossilized, and we see these in the rock record. Those are our signposts for how to reconstruct the paleoenvironment of what would have been, at one point, an ecosystem, or at least an environment that could have supported life.

If you could put any instrument on board the next Mars rover to do remote analysis, what would it be? {#sec7}
=====================================================================================================

Right now, we still have to analyze materials in bulk rather than specific features in a rock of interest. I'd like to be able to do in situ chemical imaging to recognize something at a microscopic to submicroscopic scale that looks like evidence of life, and then interrogate the chemical composition of those features. Are there organics? Are they in the position where we would expect them to be, like lipids in membranes? Or are they organics just dispersed in a rock? Do they have specific isotopic features or chirality, other indicators that would be evidence of potential biogenic influence on the molecules? If we find something that looks like life, I'd like to be able to interrogate it in different ways that help reveal all the secrets that the structures hold.

What if life on Mars were extremely different than what we would expect it to be? How would you recognize it? {#sec8}
=============================================================================================================

The position that I think most scientists on the ground doing this type of work are taking is that life probably was not that much different from the earliest forms of life on Earth, in the sense that it would have figured out a way, if it was in a hospitable environment, to stay in that environment if it could sustain itself. That means it would attach to rocks, for example, or attach to a surface to access water and nutrients. It would have to metabolize in its environment, so it would have some sort of influence on the geochemistry of its surroundings.

We assume it's carbon based and that it would be processing carbon-based molecules in specific ways---using gas molecules or organic molecules similar to those that were being delivered to planets through asteroids and meteorites and comets. Life, if it did emerge or was transferred to Mars from a nearby planet, would have had opportunities to sustain itself for quite a while until the environment changed drastically.

 {#sec9}

*Deirdre Lockwood is a freelance contributor to*[*Chemical & Engineering News*](http://cen.acs.org/)*, the weekly newsmagazine of the American Chemical Society. Center Stage interviews are edited for length and clarity.*
